ASSEMBLY & OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
Refillable Systems –
Heated Hose System
Assembly
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1. Remove the 50’ primary heated hose set, controller and temperature gauges from the carton.
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2. Identify the hose end with the longer individually insulated “A” & “B” hoses. (The electrical
connection E for the primary heated hose that connects to the controller will be closer to this
end of the primary hose.)
3. Attach one of the supplied on/off valves A to either side of the temperature gauge assembly. B
(It makes no difference to which side of the temperature gauge the on/off valve is connected.)
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4. Attach one temperature gauge – on/off valve assembly to each of the “A” and “B” labeled
chemical hose ends that will be attached to the chemical cylinders. (Photo 2)
5. Connect the on/off valve on the “A” labeled hose to the “A” labeled refill cylinder. Repeat for
the “B” hose and cylinder. Do not overtighten the connections.
6. Remember, the order of assembly is: heated hose > temperature gauge > on/off valves >
chemical cylinder. (Photo 2)
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7. Attach one of the remaining 2 on/off valves to each of the other ends of the primary heated hose set.
8. Attach the spray foam applicator to the on/off valves C at the output end of the heated hose
assembly. (Photo 1)
9. Close all four on/off valves on the ends of the hose set. A C
10. Secure the heated hose controller D to the cylinder top ring.
11. Connect the heated hose electrical connection E to the heated hose controller. (Photo 1)
12. Connect the power cable F to a 120 volt electrical circuit.
Note: The heated hose controller is preset to operate properly with the Touch ‘n Seal Refillable
Systems 50’ Primary Heated Hose Set. No adjustment is necessary. Should you wish to make
changes in the settings, please refer to the operating manual provided with the system.

Attachment of 50’ Heated Hose Extensions
1. Ensure all on/off valves are closed. A C
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2. Disconnect the controller from the electrical power source. F
3. Remove the existing spray foam applicator from the primary heated hose. Purge chemicals
from the chemical hose set. Remove the on/off valves from the output end of the chemical
hose set. Clean any chemical residue from the ends of the primary heated hose, the on/off
valves and the spray foam applicator couplings.
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4. Remove and save the four end caps from the heated hose extension for reuse. The heated
hose extension has one electrical connection at each end. Align the heated hose extension
end with the male electrical connection next to the female electrical connection end of the
primary heated hose.
5. Using the hose couplings included in the heated hose extension carton, connect the “A”
labeled hose of the extension to the “A” labeled hose of the primary hose. Repeat for the “B”
hose connections. Carefully tighten all connections.
6. Carefully connect the electrical connections between the primary and extension heated
hoses. (Photo 3)
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7. Cover the hose and electrical connections between the two hose sets with the protective
sleeve provided. (Photo 4)
8. Reattach the on/off valves and the spray foam applicator.
9. Reconnect the controller to the electrical power source.
Note: A second heated hose extension can be applied following the same instructions for a
maximum of 150’ total length of heated hose system.
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